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Safe for food contact
Resistant to extreme service conditions
High temperature resistant - steam cleanable
High-end chemical resistant
Slip resistant and impact resistant

Impermeable
Neutral odour and VOC-free
Fire-resistant
Easy to clean
Quick curing for reduced down time

Call Sika for Floor Finishes that are:
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Zeagold  Foods  is  New  Zealand’s 
leading  producer  of  quality  eggs 
and egg related products. Growing 
product  demand  in  New  Zealand 
and  the  Asia  Pacific  region  meant 
an expansion of their manufacturing 
capability was necessary. 

At Zeagold Foods, their customers’ 

requirements take top priority, and they 

strive to achieve flexibility in their opera-

tions to cater for individual needs.

Zeagold opted to expand into an 

existing, unused boutique dairy manu-

facturing facility in South Auckland, and 

a substantial upgrade was commissioned. 

With over six million dollars spent on the 

upgrade, the result was a world class egg 

processing facility, which will meet the 

growing demand for their products and 

the very high quality required by their 

discerning customers.

Specialist f looring contractor, New 

Zealand Specialised Coatings and product 

supplier, Sika (NZ) Ltd were chosen to 

recommend, supply, and install a durable 

flooring system, which could withstand 

the stringent day-to-day operations at 

Zeagold. 

Due to previous work undertaken 

on other Zeagold manufacturing sites, 

they knew that New Zealand Specialised 

Coatings and Sika (NZ) Ltd would provide 

a flooring solution to meet the very high 

quality and hygiene standards required. 

Zeagold was one of the first companies 

of its type in New Zealand to have an 

approved Risk Management Programme 

(RMP).   

Upgrading the existing old f loor 

meant that all damaged or unsatisfactory 

flooring had to be removed or repaired. 

New drains and 500mm high coves 

were installed, and the new Sikafloor® 

coating was applied to approximately 

600m2 of floor area. In addition, because 

Sikafloor products can be tinted to almost 

any colour, this allowed Zeagold to use 

different coloured f loors to define the 

various manufacturing locations within 

their facility.  

For further information contact:  

Sika (NZ) Ltd, visit: www.sika.co.nz

World class egg processing facility 
gets world class floor protection
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